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Abstract—The ability to meet a controlled time of arrival dur-
ing a continuous descent operation will enable environmentally
friendly and fuel efficient descent operations while simultaneously
maintaining airport throughput. Previous work showed that
guidance strategies based on a frequent recalculation of the
optimal trajectory during the descent result in excellent envi-
ronmental impact mitigation figures while meeting operational
constraints in the presence of modelling errors. However, the time
lag of recalculating the trajectory using traditional optimisation
algorithms could lead to performance degradation and stability
issues. This paper proposes an alternative strategy, which allows
for fast updates of the optimal trajectory based on parametric
sensitivities. Promising results show that the performance of this
method is comparable to that of instantaneously recalculating
the optimal descent trajectory at each time sample.
I. INTRODUCTION
Continuous descent operations (CDO) with controlled times
of arrival (CTA) at one or several metering fixes could enable
more environmentally friendly procedures without compro-
mising capacity. This type of flight operation requires flight
management systems (FMS) not only able to compute an
optimal trajectory satisfying CTAs, but also to safely and
efficiently guide the aircraft during the execution of the descent
such that these time constraints are successfully satisfied.
The computation of the optimal descent trajectory can be
formulated as an optimal control problem [1], in which a given
cost function (e.g., fuel consumption) is to be minimised while
satisfying a set of constraints. State-of-the-art FMS compute
the optimal descent trajectory before starting the descent.
Then, this initial trajectory is “frozen” and the guidance
system uses different strategies, which depend on the FMS
manufacturer, to execute it. However, the initial trajectory
shows only what can be achieved given perfect knowledge
of the parameters associated with the aircraft performance
and weather models. When the parameters used by the FMS
do not match reality, the initial trajectory is no longer the
most optimal for the actual conditions, and some operational
constraints may be violated if errors are not actively nullified.
In previous work [2], the performance of various guidance
strategies in the time and energy managed operations (TEMO)
concept [3] were compared using a high-fidelity flight sim-
ulator, in particular environmental impact mitigation and the
ability to meet operational constraints. Several descents subject
to CTAs were simulated including errors in the parameters
of the weather and aircraft performance models used by the
FMS. Results showed that non-linear model predictive control
(NMPC) [4], a guidance strategy based on a frequent update
of the optimal trajectory during the execution of the descent, is
very robust in terms of correcting energy (speed and altitude)
and time deviations, providing at the same time acceptable
fuel consumption and noise nuisance figures. Furthermore,
other research [5] has recently demonstrated the feasibility of
using NMPC to achieve precise spacing between aircraft, the
objective of interval management (IM) operations.
Traditional NMPC strategies update the optimal trajectory
by solving a non-linear programming (NLP) optimisation
problem. Ideally, the trajectory is updated instantaneously right
after measuring the actual state of the aircraft at each time
sample. In practical applications, however, solving the NLP
problem may take significant time, leading to potential stability
issues and degrading the performance of the operation [6]. In
order to reduce the execution time, educated simplifications
in the models can be used [7], at the expense of reducing the
accuracy of the solution. Other NMPC implementations com-
pensate for computational delay by starting the optimisation
in advance, setting the initial conditions of the new trajectory
to the predicted state of the aircraft at a look-ahead time equal
to the estimated execution time. However, the unpredictability
of the execution time still remains a critical issue [8].
An alternative method widely used in process industries,
such as chemical manufacturing, consists of computing fast
updates of the active optimal trajectory using the theory of
neighboring extremals [9]. Parametric sensitivities are obtained
by linearisation of the necessary conditions of optimality to
rapidly update the optimal trajectory for small perturbations
in the model parameters. This strategy, known as sensitivity-
based NMPC (SbNMPC) [10], [11], [12], reduces the exe-
cution time while ensuring that operational constraints are
satisfied and that the cost is minimised.
In this paper, the SbNMPC strategy is implemented to guide
aircraft during a CDOs subject to CTAs, and several descents
are simulated with intentional errors in the parameters used by
the FMS to describe the wind profile. Then, the performance of
SbNMPC in terms of fuel consumption and ability to satisfy
operational constraints is compared with those of the open-
loop solution and the ideal NMPC (INMPC)[6], which ideally
updates the optimal descent trajectory without delay.
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II. BACKGROUND
Non-linear model predictive control (NMPC) was intro-
duced to the process industry in the 1970’s. This guidance
strategy is based on the solution, at each time sample, of an
optimal control problem over a future time horizon [4]. The
resulting optimal control is applied only until the next time
sample, when the optimal control problem is solved again.
Typical NMPC applications consider a fixed-length time
horizon, which advances an interval sample at each recalcu-
lation. However, when the system has to reach a certain state
at a particular time, a shrinking horizon is often preferred.
Using this strategy, the length of the horizon is not fixed but
decreases by one interval sample at each time sample.
In Section II-A the discrete-time optimal control problem
for the shrinking horizon NMPC is formulated. Section II-B
shows two alternatives to update the optimal solution when us-
ing the shrinking horizon NMPC strategy. Finally, Section II-C
presents the working principle of two NMPC variants.
A. The shrinking horizon NMPC optimal control problem
The fixed time interval [t0, tf ] is discretised into N + 1
equidistant time samples [t0, t1, . . . , tN ]. The optimal control
problem starting at ti, i = 0, . . . , N−1 and minimising a cost
function f i in the horizon [ti, ti+1, . . . , tN ] is formulated as:
min
xk,uk
k=i,...,N
f i := φ (xN ) +
N−1∑
k=i
`k (xk,uk,d)
s.t xi = χi
xk+1 = fk (xk,uk,d) ; k = i, . . . , N − 1
hk (xk,uk,d) ≥ 0; k = i, . . . , N − 1
ψ (xN ,d) ≥ 0
(1)
where x ∈ Rnx is the state vector, with initial conditions χi;
u ∈ Rnu is the control vector; and the vector d ∈ Rnd includes
all the parameters of the model. In this formulation, ` : Rnx×
Rnu × Rnd → R is the stage cost, and φ : Rnx → R is the
terminal cost. The dynamics of the state vector are expressed
by a set of non-linear equations f : Rnx×Rnu×Rnd → Rnx ;
h : Rnx × Rnu × Rnd → Rnh and ψ : Rnx → Rnψ represent
applicable path and terminal constraints, respectively.
B. Optimal control solution updates
In a generic NMPC, the optimal trajectory obtained from (1)
is updated at each ti, given the measured current state χi and
the estimated parameters d. Then, the resulting optimal control
ui is applied and the horizon shrinks one interval sample.
There exist two alternatives to optimally update the trajec-
tory at each ti. Section II-B1 presents the full solution method;
Section II-B2 shows the sensitivity-based approach.
1) Full solution updates (including initial solution at t0):
The optimal trajectory can be updated by formulating the
discrete-time optimal control problem (1) as a parametric non-
linear programming (NLP) problem, which can be solved by
means of standard solvers. The formulation of the NLP is:
min
zi
f i
(
zi,pi
)
s.t gi
(
zi,pi
) ≥ 0 (2)
where the following definitions have been considered:
zi :=
[
uTi ,x
T
i ,u
T
i+1,x
T
i+1, . . . ,u
T
N ,x
T
N
]T
gi :=
[
fTi ,h
T
i ,f
T
i+1,h
T
i+1, . . . ,f
T
N−1,h
T
N−1,ψ
T
]T
pi :=
[
χTi ,d
T
]T
and zi the vector of primal variables (including both discre-
tised states and controls); gi is the vector of constraints; and pi
is composed of both current state at ti and model parameters.
Note that in this paper a direct collocation approach has
been assumed to transform the original optimal control prob-
lem into a NLP. Direct collocation methods discretise both
states and controls at a set of points. The discretised states and
controls become the primal variables of the NLP problem [13].
However, the algorithms proposed in this paper could be easily
adapted to other methods such as direct multiple shooting.
The Lagrangian function associated to problem (2) is:
Li
(
zi,pi,λ
i
)
:= f i
(
zi,pi
)
+ λiTgi
(
zi,pi
)
(3)
where λi ∈ Rngi is the Lagrange multipliers (or dual
variables) vector paired up with the constraints gi, being ngi
the number of elements in gi. At the optimal solution, the
pairs of constraints and dual variables are divided into two
complementary sets: the active set Giac(gi,λi) and the inactive
set Giin(gi,λi) [11]. An optimal primal-dual pair
(
zi∗,λi∗
)
satisfies the first-order necessary conditions of optimality (also
known as Karush-Kuhn-Tucker or KKT conditions) if [14]:
Liz
(
zi∗,pi,λ
i∗) = f iz (zi∗,pi)+ λi∗Tgiz (zi∗,pi) = 0
(4a)
g
(
zi∗,pi
)
= 0; λ∗ > 0; ∀(g, λ) ∈ Giac (4b)
g
(
zi∗,pi
)
> 0; λ∗ = 0; ∀(g, λ) ∈ Giin (4c)
where (·)z and (·)∗ denote d(·)/dz and “optimal”, respectively;
and (·)T represents the transpose of (·). It can be stated
that PN−i represents any NLP algorithm that provides the
optimal primal-dual solution as a function of the parameters:[
zi∗,λi∗
]
= PN−i (pi) (5)
Note that the parameters for which parametric sensitivities
will be computed in the next section include both initial state
and model parameters. In addition, by definition of (5), the
optimal primal-dual solution is an implicit functions of pi.
In this paper, PN−i is formulated in CasADi [15], a
symbolic framework for automatic differentiation and numeric
non-linear optimisation, and solved by using the sequen-
tial quadratic programming (SQP) algorithm implemented by
SNOPT (Sparse Non-linear OPTimiser) NLP solver [16].
2) Sensitivity-based updates: If the parameters p vector
changes slowly from one time sample to the next, parametric
sensitivities at the active optimal solution can be used to
rapidly update the optimal trajectory for a perturbation ∆p.
The parametric sensitivities of the primal and dual variables
of the NLP with respect to the parameters vector at ti (zip and
λip, respectively) can be obtained by differentiating the KKT
condition (4) at the active optimal solution
[
zi∗,λi∗
]
:[
Li∗zz −gi∗Tz
gi∗z 0
][
zip
λip
]
= −
[
Li∗zp
gi∗p
]
(6)
Being consistent with the notation, (·)i∗ = (·)(zi∗,λi∗,pi).
The linear system (6) can be solved for zip and λ
i
p, allowing
to update the optimal solution using a simple first-order Taylor
approximation as follows:
zi∗(pi + ∆pi) = z
i∗(pi) + z
i
p∆pi (7a)
λi∗(pi + ∆pi) = λ
i∗(pi) + λ
i
p∆pi (7b)
where ∆pi is the perturbation in the parameters vector at ti.
Unfortunately, this fast and convenient parametric sensitivity
update can only be used if the set of active constraints does
not change after the perturbation [11]. In practical NMPC
applications, however, constraints in Giac may become inactive,
or constraints in Giin may become active when pi is perturbed.
An interesting approach that accounts for active set changes
after a perturbation in the NLP parameters vector was sug-
gested by [17]. This approach consists of reformulating Eq. (6)
as a quadratic programming (QP) optimisation problem:
min
∆zi
1
2
∆ziTLi∗zz∆z
i + ∆pTi L
i∗
zp∆z
i + f i∗Tz ∆z
i
s.t gi∗ + gi∗z∆z
i + gi∗p∆pi ≥ 0
(8)
For the sake of convenience, the following set of first
and second-order NLP functions sensitivities are defined as
F i∗ := {Li∗zz , Li∗zp, f i∗Tz , gi∗z , gi∗p}. Here, QN−i represents
any QP algorithm which provides optimal primal variables
perturbation ∆zi∗ and dual variables λi∗ as a function of ∆pi:[
∆zi∗,λi∗
]
= QN−i (∆pi) (9)
The dual variables of the optimal solution computed with
the unperturbed parameters vector (i.e., λi∗(pi)) are updated
with those obtained from solving QN−i, while the primal
variables and parameters vector are updated as follows:
zi∗(pi + ∆pi) = z
i∗(pi) + ∆z
i∗(∆pi)
pi = pi + ∆pi
(10)
The first-order update (10) will be accurate only for small
∆pi. For large perturbations, the new solution must to be
analysed to verify that the KKT conditions are still satisfied.
This is accomplished by computing the error in the Lagrange
sensitivity opt and the non-linear constraint infeasibility infs
at the updated pair of primal-dual variables
[
zi∗,λi∗
]
and pi:
opt =
‖Li∗z ‖∞
‖λi∗‖2 + 1
, infs =
‖gi∗‖∞
‖zi∗‖2 + 1 (11)
If these metrics were higher than a pre-defined threshold,
F i∗ would be updated with the new [zi∗,λi∗] solution and pi,
and further iterations of QN−i would be triggered by setting
∆pi = 0 until satisfying feasibility and optimality criteria.
C. NMPC guidance strategies
Depending on which of the methods presented in Sec-
tion II-B is adopted to update the optimal trajectory, the
following two NMPC variants can be defined:
1) Ideal NMPC (INMPC): In an ideal case, problem PN−i
is solved at each ti, as soon as the parameter vector pi is
measured or estimated. Then, the resulting optimal control
u∗i is applied without delay until ti+1, where the process
is repeated. However, for achieving optimal performance and
good stability properties, problem PN−i needs to be solved
instantaneously. We refer to this hypothetical case as the ideal
NMPC (INMPC). Algorithm (1) details its main steps.
Algorithm 1 Ideal NMPC (INMPC)
1:
[
z0∗,λ0∗
]← PN (p0)
2: for i = 1, . . . , N − 1 do
3: on-line at ti:
4: Measure χi and estimate d
5: pi ←
[
χTi ,d
T
]T
6: Assemble zi∗ and λi∗ from zi−1∗ and λi−1∗
7:
[
zi∗,λi∗
]← PN−i (pi)
8: Implement u∗i until ti+1
It should be noted that in practical applications PN−i may
be computationally expensive to solve. This implies that the
control u∗i cannot be applied just after pi is measured, but
after PN−i is solved. The delay in calculating the new solution
may lead to sub-optimum trajectories, failure to meet con-
straints, or in some instances instabilities of the solution [18].
This motivates the introduction of sensitivity-based methods.
2) Sensitivity-based NMPC (SbNMPC): If ∆pi is small,
it is not necessary to solve PN−i at each time sample.
In the neighborhood of the preceding optimal solution (that
computed at ti−1), parametric sensitivities can be calculated
to rapidly update the optimal solution at ti using a first-order
approximation. This fast trajectory update is performed by
solving QN−i and updating the optimal solution with (10).
A virtue of this method is that F i∗ can be evaluated in the
background (between ti−1 and ti) at the solution of PN−i−1
assuming the estimated parameters pi [10], [19]. Then, on-
line (at ti) the optimal solution is updated by solving QN−i
almost instantaneously right after collecting pi measurements.
This method is commonly referred as sensitivity-based
NMPC (SbNMPC). Algorithm (2) shows the main steps of
SbNMPC, where τopt and τinfs are the pre-defined tolerances
for the optimality and feasibility criteria, respectively.
Algorithm 2 Sensitivity-based NMPC (SbNMPC)
1:
[
z0∗,λ0∗
]← PN (p0)
2: for i = 1, . . . , N − 1 do
3: In background between ti−1 and ti:
4: Assemble F i∗ from F i−1∗
5: on-line at ti:
6: Measure χi and estimate d
7: ∆pi ←
[
χTi ,d
T
]T
− pi
8:
[
∆zi∗,λi∗
]← QN−i (∆pi)
9: zi∗ ← zi∗ + ∆zi∗
10: pi ←
[
χTi ,d
T
]T
11: Evaluate F i∗ at the new (zi∗,λi∗) and pi
12: k ← 1
13: while (opt > τopt | infs > τinfs) & k <= kmax do
14:
[
∆zi∗,λi∗
]← QN−i (0)
15: zi∗ ← zi∗ + ∆zi∗
16: Evaluate F i∗ at the new (zi∗,λi∗) and pi
17: k ← k + 1
18: if k == kmax then
19:
[
zi∗,λi∗
]← PN−i (pi)
20: Implement u∗i until ti+1
Note that the contingency steps 18 and 19 are optional. An
alternative is to not update the trajectory if the optimality and
feasibility criteria are not satisfied after kmax QP iterations.
III. NMPC GUIDANCE STRATEGIES FOR A
TIME-CONSTRAINED CDO
In this Section the generic optimal control (1) problem is
particularised for an already initiated (i.e., where the top of
descent, TOD, has been overflown) CDO subject to a time
constraint at a single metering fix. Then, a method to estimate
the parameters of the model representing the wind is proposed.
A. Optimal control problem formulation
The state vector x = [t, v, h] is composed of time, true
airspeed (TAS), and altitude; the control vector u = [γ, T, β] is
composed of the aerodynamic flight path angle, engine thrust,
and speed brakes deflection. The flight path angle is the control
that is used by the aircraft to modulate energy (i.e., exchange
potential energy for kinetic energy and vice-versa), whereas
thrust and speed brakes are used to add and remove energy.
Different from typical approaches, the independent variable
is the distance to go (s) and not the time. This change is
motivated by the fact that during an ideal CDO, with no
intervention from the air traffic controllers (ATC) except for
the assignment of the CTA, the aircraft will follow a ”closed-
loop” route and the remaining distance to go will be known.
In addition, this formulation eases the definition of constraints
at the different waypoints (located at given s) of the route.
For the remainder of this document, the optimal control
problem will be formulated in the continuous domain. How-
ever, it is straightforward to discretise it in the form of (1).
The dynamics of x are expressed by the following set
of ordinary differential equations, considering a “gamma-
command”, point-mass representation of the aircraft, i.e.,
vertical equilibrium is assumed (lift balances weight), and
neglecting the cross and vertical wind components:
f =
dx
ds
=
dx
dt
dt
ds
=
 1T−Dm − g sin γ
v sin γ
 1
v cos γ + w
(12)
where D : Rnx×nu → R is the aerodynamic drag; g is the
gravity acceleration and m the mass, of which is assumed to
be constant because the fuel consumption during a descent is a
small fraction of the total m [20]. The longitudinal component
of the wind w : R→ R is modelled by a spline [21]:
w(h) =
nc∑
i=1
ciBi(h) (13)
Bi, i = 1, . . . , nc, are the B-spline basis functions and
c = [c1, . . . , cnc ] are control points of the smoothing spline. It
should be noted that the longitudinal wind has been modelled
as a function of the altitude only, as done in similar works [22].
Since the total flight time is fixed by the CTA, the goal is to
minimise a weighted sum of the fuel consumption and speed
brakes use (which leads to airframe noise and pilot workload)
for the remaining distance to go. Therefore, the stage cost is:
` =
ff +Kββ
(v cos γ + w)
(14)
where ff : Rnx×nu → R is the fuel flow and Kβ a parameter
that determines how much the use of speed brakes is penalised.
In the formulation considered herein, the generic path
constraints ensure that the aircraft airspeed remains within op-
erational limits, and that the maximum and minimum descent
gradients, thrust and speed brakes are not exceeded:
h =

vCAS − vCASmin
VMO− vCAS
MMO−M
0− γ
γ − γmin
T − Tmin
Tmax − T
β
1− β

≥

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

(15)
where vCAS : Rnx → R is the calibrated airspeed (CAS)
and M : Rnx → R is the Mach number, both functions of
the state vector; vCASmin and VMO are the minimum and
maximum operative CAS, respectively; MMO is maximum
operative Mach; γmin is the minimum descent gradient; Tmin :
Rnx → R and Tmax : Rnx → R are the idle and maximum
thrust, respectively; β = 0 and β = 1 indicate that speed
brakes are retracted and fully extended, respectively.
Different alternatives can be used to model the aircraft
performance functions Tmin, Tmax, D and ff and their
respective parameters. In this paper, the EUROCONTROL’s
base of aircraft data (BADA) v4 model has been adopted [23].
However, BADA v4 does not include a model for the effects of
the speed brakes on the drag coefficient CD. As a workaround,
in this paper the contribution of the speed brakes is modelled
as an extra linear term CDββ in the generic BADA v4 drag
coefficient model, where CDβ is a coefficient representing the
increase in drag coefficient for unit of speed brakes deflection.
Terminal constraints fix the state vector at the metering fix:
ψ =
 t− CTAvCAS − vCASf
h− hf
 =
00
0
 (16)
vCASf and hf are the CAS and altitude at the metering fix.
The vector of model parameters includes the control points
of the spline approximating the longitudinal wind and CTA,
i.e., d =
[
cT ,CTA
]T
. This definition allows the optimal
trajectory to be updated whenever an improved wind forecast
is available or the CTA is modified by ATC.
The descent is divided into several phases, defined between
two consecutive waypoints of the lateral route with associated
speed and/or altitude constraints. In each phase, different
operational constraints may apply and may be modelled in
the form of additional path and terminal constraints, which
are appended to (15) and (16), respectively. Finally, in the
presence of more than one phase, link constraints are added
to ensure continuity of the state vector across phases (i.e., the
state vector at the first point of one phase must be identical to
the state vector at the last point of the preceding one).
B. On-line wind profile estimation
By definition of PN−i and QN−i, the optimal trajectory is
an implicit function of the parameters vector. In the model pro-
posed in this paper, the parameters vector includes the control
points of a spline that fits an approximated longitudinal wind
profile. Accordingly, whenever an improved wind forecast is
available, the trajectory can be updated either by solving a
rigorous NLP problem or by using parametric sensitivities.
Given no wind observations at different altitudes (hˆk, wˆk),
k = 1, . . . , no, and a vector of fixed knots, the optimal location
of the control points ck, k = 1, . . . , nc, that minimise the
curvature of the spline while bounding the approximation error
is obtained by solving a weighted least-squares fitting problem:
min
ck,k=1,...,nc
∫
w′′(h)2dh
s.t
no∑
k=1
ωk
(
w(hˆk)− wˆk
)2
≤ ε
(17)
where ε specifies the trade-off between smoothness and ac-
curacy of the approximation. The weights associated with
the observations can be defined in many different ways. In
this paper, the weights are updated at each time sample ti
according to ωk = Λtk−ti , where tk is the time sample when
the observation (hˆk, wˆk) was obtained. The forgetting factor
Λ ∈ [0, 1] weights the more recent measurements so that old
observations are discounted at an exponential rate.
Before starting the descent, the initial spline approximating
the longitudinal wind profile is generated by solving (17) with
data from a numerical weather forecast. During the course of
the descent, the wind at the current altitude is measured and
added to the set of observations. Then, weights are updated
and problem (17) is solved with negligible time. This results
in a new c, which allows the optimal trajectory to be updated
according to a better estimation of the actual wind conditions.
IV. EXPERIMENT SETUP
Several descents subject to CTA for a realistic vertical
profile, which includes several altitude and speed constraints,
were simulated to asses the performance of INMPC and
SbNMPC in the presence of errors in the wind forecast.
A. Scenario
The Denver (DEN) international airport (Colorado) was
selected as the scenario for the experiment. The lateral route
and the vertical profile were inspired by the BOSSS TWO
standard arrival procedure at DEN (see Fig. 1).
Fig. 1. BOSSS TWO standard arrival procedure (source: US AIP)
In this experiment, the metering fix where CTAs were
assigned by hypothetical ATC during the simulations was
the final approach point (DYMON). Terminal constraints (16)
for the optimal control problem were set at DYMON, with
hf = 7000 ft, vCASf = 200 kt and the time fixed to the CTA.
From all the waypoints of the route, only the altitude and
speed constraints at QUAIL, BOSSS, CHAPP and DYMON
were modelled. Table I wraps up the phases required to
represent this specific vertical profile and their associated
TABLE I
FLIGHT PHASES FOR THE BOSSS TWO PROCEDURE MODEL
Phase Start s End s Path constraints Terminal constraints
vCAS − 250 kt = 0
h− 17000 ft ≥ 001 sTOD QUAIL vCAS − 250 kt ≥ 0
FL190− h ≥ 0
02 QUAIL BOSSS
250 kt− vCAS ≥ 0 vCAS − 210 kt = 0
vCAS − 210 kt ≥ 0 h− 12000 ft = 0
03 BOSSS CHAPP
210 kt− vCAS ≥ 0 h− 12000 ft = 0
vCAS − 200 kt ≥ 0
04 CHAPP DYMON
210 kt− vCAS ≥ 0 Eq. (16)
vCAS − 200 kt ≥ 0
path and terminal constraints, which were considered during
the trajectory optimisation process in addition to the generic
constraints of the CDO model presented in SectionIII-A.
For the generic path constraints (15), the minimum descent
gradient and calibrated airspeed were set to −7◦ and 200 kt,
respectively. In addition, the values for VMO and MMO were
obtained from the BADA v4 global parameters file.
B. Case studies
Accurate wind data can be obtained from the rapid refresh
(RAP) forecast/analysis system of the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). This system generates
numerical weather forecasts hourly for look-ahead times up to
+18 hours in a 13 km resolution grid covering North America
and for 50 vertical levels extending up to 10 hPa. Sightly
different, RAP analyses, which reproduce the actual weather
conditions, are generated hourly by using observations gath-
ered from commercial aircraft, balloons, radars and satellites.
Historical RAP wind forecasts for look-ahead times of +1,
+3 and +6 hours during one year (from May 2017 to May
2018) were compared with actual wind data as reported by the
corresponding RAP analysis. From these data, the root-mean-
square error (RMSE) of each wind forecast over the region of
interests (Denver) up to FL400 was computed.
Then, for each one of the look-ahead times considered in
this paper, the corresponding set of RAP forecasts was ranked
according to RMSE, and 5 representative case studies were
selected: the forecasts with maximum and minimum RMSE,
and the forecasts associated to quartiles Q1, Q2 and Q3.
Table II lists the 15 case studies of the experiment.
C. Generic simulation workflow
The experiment simulated an Airbus A320-214 cruising at
FL360 and Mach 0.78. Well before starting the descent, the
FMS computed the optimal descent trajectory to DYMON for
a typical cost index of 30 kg min−1 [24], discretising the con-
tinuous optimal control problem into N = 60 time samples.
The initial plan was computed considering a smoothing spline
for the longitudinal wind profile1 that approximated the RAP
1It should be noted that the longitudinal wind profile was computed
assuming a constant track of 304◦ all along the route for the sake of simplicity.
TABLE II
CASE STUDIES
Case Study Look-ahead time Forecast generation Metric RMSE [kt]
00 17-09-26 06:00 min 0.2
01 17-07-02 12:00 Q1 1.4
02 17-10-05 18:00 Q2 1.9
03 18-03-14 12:00 Q3 2.7
04
+1
18-04-21 00:00 max 7.4
05
+3
17-08-27 18:00 min 1.0
06 18-01-18 06:00 Q1 2.5
07 18-02-13 12:00 Q2 3.3
08 18-02-01 18:00 Q3 4.3
09 18-04-21 00:00 max 14.5
10 17-07-04 12:00 min 1.4
11 17-10-13 06:00 Q1 3.3
12 17-09-27 18:00 Q2 4.1
13 17-12-26 18:00 Q3 5.2
14
+6
17-09-19 18:00 max 14.2
wind forecast data. As a result of this optimisation process,
the best distance to go from the top of descent, sTOD, and the
optimal time of arrival at DYMON were obtained. In addition,
the energy-neutral time window 2 from sTOD to DYMON was
also computed and sent to the hypothetical ATC.
For this simulation, it was assumed that the ATC assigned a
CTA at DYMON when the aircraft reached the planned TOD.
The CTA was generated as a random value from a normal
distribution that fitted within the energy-neutral time window.
Subsequently, the FMS set the CTA as a terminal constraint for
the time variable in Eq. (16) and calculated the optimal descent
trajectory from the current state to DYMON by solving PN .
All simulations started with the aircraft located at the TOD,
ready to start the execution of the optimal descent trajectory
using either of the NMPC strategies. During the execution,
the aircraft encountered the actual wind profile, which was
different from the initial forecast used by the FMS. As a result,
the aircraft experienced state perturbations from the initial plan
when applying the optimal control. These state perturbations
were corrected by updating the trajectory at each time sample.
In addition, these updates also took into account changes in the
control points of the smoothing spline representing the wind
profile. The control points were recalculated by solving (17)
at each time sample, as fresh actual wind observations were
notionally gathered by the sensors of the aircraft.
V. RESULTS
Section V-A shows examples of trajectory updates after
perturbing the parameters vector. Section V-B thoroughly
describes an illustrative example of the simulation. Finally,
the aggregated results are discussed in Section V-C.
2The energy-neutral time window from a state to a metering fix is defined
as the difference between the latest and earliest time of arrival that could
be achieved without requiring neither additional thrust nor speed brakes
use throughout the descent. Previous works show that energy-neutral time
windows up to 4 minutes can be obtained for certain flight conditions [25].
(a) δχ1 = [0, 0,−1000 ft] (b) δc (actual minus forecast of Fig. 4) (c) δCTA = −30 s
Fig. 2. Optimal trajectory updates for perturbations in the parameters vector (case study 04)
A. Examples of trajectory update
The NMPC strategies presented in Section II-C update the
optimal trajectory at each time sample for perturbations in the
vector of NLP parameters p. By definition, any perturbation
on an element of p would result in a new optimal trajectory.
Remember that for the model proposed in Section III-A,
the vector of NLP parameters at time sample ti is composed
by the current state of the aircraft χi and the parameters of
the model d. In turn, d includes the control points of a spline
approximating the longitudinal wind profile c and the CTA.
Fig. 2 shows the initial (unperturbed) trajectory for the case
study 04 (the largest RMSE of a +1 hour RAP wind forecast),
and compares the trajectory of a full update and a sensitivity-
based update for perturbations in the different elements of p.
Fig. 4 shows the initial wind profile forecast and the actual
wind profile for this particular case study. According to this
figure, during the first part of the descent (from FL360 to
FL200) the aircraft will encounter a tail wind significantly
stronger than that reported by the initial wind forecast.
To study the impact of perturbations in the parameters
vector, a deviation in the state vector, wind, or CTA was
inserted at the TOD. The altitude deviation was 1000 ft below
the unperturbed trajectory, wind deviation was the difference
between the control points of the splines approximating the
RAP forecast and analysis data, and the CTA deviation was
ATC requiring the aircraft to arrive 30 seconds earlier than
initially requested. The remainder of this section describes, and
Fig. 2 illustrates, the trajectory update for each perturbation.
Fig. 2 shows that the optimal trajectories resulting from
sensitivity-updates are almost identical to those obtained from
a full update, even for large perturbations in elements of p.
According to Fig. 2(a), when the actual altitude of the
aircraft was 1000 ft below the initial plan (lacking of energy),
the energy loss rate needed to be reduced in order to satisfy the
altitude and speed constraints enforced at QUAIL (see Table I).
The most fuel efficient method to accomplish that consists of
reducing the airspeed with the elevator and consequently the
aerodynamic drag, which is the main cause of energy loss.
However, this sustained reduction in airspeed delayed the
aircraft with respect to the CTA. The induced time error was
compensated afterwards by flying at a higher speed from
QUAIL to BOSS, yet releasing the same amount of energy
than initially planned by following a different energy profile.
Fig. 2(b) shows trajectory updates for perturbations in the
control points of the spline approximating the wind profile.
The updated trajectory avoided the altitude interval from
FL200 to FL260 as much as possible, where the tail wind
was significantly stronger than forecast. In order to accomplish
that, potential energy (altitude) was exchanged for kinetic
energy (airspeed) at the maximum descent gradient by means
of elevator control. This process was only applied down to
FL200, since the extra kinetic energy would bring the aircraft
to DYMON earlier than the CTA. This kinetic energy was
rapidly released by means of a level-off at idle thrust at FL200.
Finally, according to Fig. 2(c) the optimal way to arrive 30
seconds earlier than initially planned consisted of flying at the
maximum allowed airspeed from QUAIL to BOSSS (250 kt),
and then releasing the excess of kinetic energy by executing a
level-off at idle thrust just before BOSSS, in order to satisfy
its associated hard altitude and speed constraints (see Table I).
It should be noted that for the three examples presented
in Fig. 2, the trajectories resulting from a NMPC trajectory
update reached DYMON at the enforced time and energy using
only energy modulation by means of elevator control.
B. Example of simulation
Using the same case study as the previous section, this
section will describe the behavior of the guidance strategies.
Fig. 3 shows the initially planned trajectory (computed at the
TOD) and the executed trajectory, for the two NMPC variants
proposed in this paper and for the open-loop strategy (OL).
The OL strategy simply applies the optimal control of the
initial plan throughout the descent, neither monitoring state
deviations nor updating the optimal descent trajectory.
The light solid lines in all three panels of Fig. 2 and in Fig. 3
are identical to each other, i.e., the initially planned trajectory.
Then, the slightly darker solid lines in Fig. 3 represent the
plans resulting from trajectory updates at the time samples
10 and 40. The plans generated at the remaining 57 time
samples are not shown for the sake of clarity, even if being
(a) Open-loop (b) INMPC (c) SbNMPC
Fig. 3. Planned and executed trajectories by control method (case study 04)
computed. As observed in Fig. 2, there is little difference in
the trajectories generated by using full and sensitivity-based
updates. Accordingly, the dashed lines in Fig. 3 (the execution
using either INMPC or SbNMPC) will be almost identical.
Before updating the trajectory at each time sample, the
NMPC guidance system recalculates the control points of the
spline that approximates the wind profile, based on the actual
wind sensed at the current altitude. The wind profile used
by the NMPC trajectory optimiser converges to the actual
wind profile as wind measurements are collected during the
descent. This can be observed in Fig. 4, which shows the initial
wind profile (fitting the RAP forecast data), the wind profile
at the time samples 10 and 40, and the actual wind profile
encountered by the aircraft during the course of the descent.
Fig. 4. RAP wind forecast and analysis for the case study 04)
In both INMPC and SbNMPC, the plan resulting from the
trajectory update performed at time sample 10 aimed to start
an energy modulation process around FL260 to avoid the
altitude interval with extreme and unexpected tail wind, given
the best available wind profile estimation at that time sample
(see Fig. 4). However, according to the executed trajectory, a
later trajectory update (not shown in Fig. 3) requested to start
exchanging potential for kinetic energy around 1000 ft earlier.
After QUAIL, the updated trajectory demanded a sightly lower
speed than that of the initial plan, in order to compensate the
unexpected head wind in the altitude interval FL170–7000 ft.
It should be noted that the optimal control applied at each
time sample is based on the best estimation of the wind profile
at the current altitude. However, the actual wind conditions that
the aircraft will encounter at lower altitudes are still unknown.
Even if the control applied at each time sample is optimal for
the estimated wind, it is sub-optimal for the actual (unknown)
wind conditions. This can be observed by comparing Figs. 3(b)
and 2(b): the executed trajectory (resulting from applying
the optimal control for the best estimated wind at each time
sample), and the trajectory update computed at the TOD with
information of the actual wind, are similar yet not identical.
For this particular case study, the open-loop trajectory
arrived at the metering 27 seconds earlier than the CTA and
600 ft above the enforced specific energy level. For the INMPC
and SbNMPC, the aircraft arrived at DYMON with negligible
time and energy error using minimum thrust and speed brakes.
C. Aggregated results
This section presents the performance metrics for the case
studies of the experiment. Fig. 5(a) shows the time error at
the metering fix (DYMON) with respect to the enforced CTA
for the INMPC and SbNMPC strategies. The time error that
would be achieved by applying the optimal control resulting
from the initial plan in open-loop is also shown. Analogously,
Fig. 5(b) shows the specific energy (Es)3 error at DYMON.
According to Fig. 5(a), and as expected, for each look-ahead
forecast time the case studies with maximum RMSE lead to
the largest time errors when applying the control of the initial
plan in open-loop. In addition, the larger the look-ahead time,
the more time error is observed. In fact, the largest time error
was realised for the case study with maximum RMSE of the
+6 look-ahead time set (case study 14). For this particular case
study, the time error for the OL strategy was around 80 s.
When using strategies based on NMPC, the time error was
drastically reduced. For all case studies analysed herein the
time error was lower than 5 s when using these strategies
except for the case study 14, in which the time error was 20
s (still four times lower than for the open-loop strategy).
3The specific energy is defined as the total energy of the aircraft divided
by the aircraft weight. By definition, the units of the specific energy are ft.
Fig. 5. Aggregated results at metering fix by case study
For this particular case study, the aircraft encountered a
strong tail wind at low altitude, which was not predicted
by the weather forecast. Since the active optimal trajectory
between BOSSS and DYMON was at the minimum allowed
speed of 200 kt, it was not possible to further decelerate
and the time error could not be nullified. If the guidance
strategy had known in advance the actual wind conditions from
observations transmitted by preceding aircraft at low altitudes,
then the trajectory recalculation would have commanded an
earlier deceleration to compensate for the tail wind. In this
experiment, the wind profile used by the FMS was updated
only with ownship wind measurements. Consequently, the
actual wind conditions downstream were not known a priori.
Similar results were observed for the specific energy error.
According to Fig. 5(b), the metering fix could be achieved
with specific energy errors up to 1400 ft by implementing the
control of the initial plan in open-loop. Conversely, guidance
strategies based on NMPC achieved the metering fix with
negligible specific energy error, typically lower than 20 ft.
Figs. 5(a) and 5(b) also show that the performance of the
SbNMPC in terms of energy and time errors is equivalent to
that of the INMPC. Results agree with those shown in previous
sections, where the trajectory updates based on sensitivities
were similar to those obtained by solving the NLP problem.
In the model proposed in this paper, the optimal control
computed at each ti could claim to modulate energy with
the elevator or to add/remove energy to/from the system by
means of additional thrust or speed brakes. Ideally, the NMPC
optimiser will attempt to obtain an energy-neutral trajectory.
In certain conditions, however, energy modulation by means
of elevator control may not be sufficient to obtain a solution
satisfying all the constraints. In this case, the NMPC trajectory
optimiser would calculate the optimal amount of energy to be
added or removed in terms of fuel consumption and speed
brakes use such that all constraints are satisfied.
Fig. 5(c) shows, for each case study, the difference between
the executed trajectory and the initial plan, in terms of total
specific energy removed by deployment of the speed brakes.
Positive values indicate that trajectory updates removed more
energy by means of speed brakes than initially planned.
Fig. 5(d) shows the difference in specific energy added by
thrust between the initial plan and executed plan, with positive
values indicating more thrust was used than initially planned.
When the aircraft deviates from the active plan, the thrust
idle for the actual flight conditions may be different from that
of the initial plan at the same ti. Therefore, the thrust applied
at ti according to the plan could be sightly different from the
actual idle thrust. State deviations are the cause of the specific
energy differences shown in Fig. 5(d) for the OL strategy.
According to Figs. 5(c) and 5(d), for the case studies with
large RMSE in the wind forecast (04, 09 and 14), thrust or
speed brakes were required. For most of the remaining case
studies, energy modulation was sufficient. Yet, the amounts of
energy added/removed by the NMPC strategies are optimal in
terms of fuel consumption and use of speed brakes.
Case study 09 is the only simulation where both additional
thrust and use of speed brakes were required. During the
first part of the descent, a trajectory update generated with
the best available estimate of the wind profile at that time
sample required the use of speed brakes to remove energy.
Then, at lower altitudes, with a different sensed wind, a new
trajectory update required thrust to increase the energy of the
aircraft. A better wind forecast, for example by incorporating
the broadcasts of the sensed wind by preceding aircraft on the
arrival procedure, should somewhat mitigate this issue.
Fig. 5(e) shows the difference in fuel consumption between
the executed trajectory and the initial plan, with negative
values indicating fuel savings and positive values indicating
that additional fuel was required. Results shown in Fig. 5(e)
agree with those of Fig. 5(d): the cases studies that required
additional specific energy (i.e., thrust), resulted in extra fuel
consumption. Interestingly, compared to the open-loop execu-
tion, the extra fuel required by the NMPC guidance strategies
to compensate for up to 80 seconds or 1400 ft of error is less
than 5% of the total fuel consumed during the descent.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
This paper shows the application of a non-linear model pre-
dictive control (NMPC) guidance strategy that uses parametric
sensitivities to update the optimal trajectory during the descent
of an aircraft subject to a time constraint at a metering fix.
Results show that trajectory updates resulting from solving
a non-linear programming (NLP) problem are very similar to
those obtained by using parametric sensitivities. Yet, the later
optimisation method is simpler, faster and more robust.
In addition, results show that for small errors in the forecast
of the wind profile, energy modulation through elevator control
typically suffices to compensate induced time and energy
errors. However, for large errors in the wind forecast, some
energy needs to be added or removed with throttle or speed
brakes. In this case, the NMPC strategy proposed in this paper
computes the optimal energy to be added or removed such that
fuel consumption and use of speed brakes is minimised.
Promising results from simulations show that energy and
time errors up to 1400 ft and 80 seconds, respectively, could
be compensated for by less than a 5% increase in the fuel
consumed during the arrival operation.
In future work, the performance of these NMPC guidance
strategies will be assessed for a large set of case studies, in
order to obtain statistically meaningful results. Future work
may also assess the effects of wind networking (i.e., taking
advantage of wind observations gathered by nearby aircraft
to improve the on-board wind profile estimations) on the
performance metrics. Finally, other variants of the proposed
model including coefficients of the aircraft performance model
in the vector of NLP parameters could be also investigated.
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